Home energy upgrades
you can count on.
TVA-approved contractors are here for you.
Finding a trustworthy contractor can be stressful. TVA EnergyRight® and Marshall-dekalb Electric Cooperative make
it easy. Hire with confidence when you find a TVA-approved contractor through our Quality Contractor Network.
Each contractor completes training on our quality guidelines and is licensed and insured. Expect a job well done,
and take advantage of our free inspection service to make sure it is.

Energy upgrades can help you save.
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Go to EnergyRight.com to learn more
about our Quality Contractor Network.

Register your home
to get started.
Go to EnergyRight.com or call 855-237-2673 to register your home so we can connect you with the right
local resources. Then choose any option below to start improving your home’s energy efficiency.

Request a professional
Home Energy Evaluation.
Our Home Energy Advisors are ready to evaluate
your home’s energy efficiency. They’ll provide a
customized list of recommendations to improve
your home’s energy use so you can start saving
energy and money.

Apply for home energy
upgrades financing.
Living comfortably shouldn’t mean breaking the
bank. Explore our financing options to help fund
your eligible home energy upgrades. Financing
available in select areas.

Take a free DIY Home
Energy Assessment.
Take our online Assessment to understand how
your home uses energy. Then receive a free
customized report with tips to help you improve
your home’s energy use and free energy-saving kit
to get you started.

Hire a Quality Contractor
Network member.
Ready to start an energy upgrade? Enjoy
peace of mind and eliminate the stress of
finding a contractor when you hire a
TVA-approved contractor.

Get expert advice
from energy pros.
From DIY videos to blog posts that walk
you through some of the bigger home energy
upgrades, look to our energy pros for tips and
insights on how to conserve energy, save money
and live more comfortably.
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